
French Provincial Bonus 3
Instructions



Things you may need:

Getting Started

Xykit

Wood Glue, white glue, or super glue

Razor Blade to trim sprues

Stain pens, or brown marker (edge touch up)

Rubber Mallet

We recommend gluing parts together to add
strength to your dice tower. Pieces that have
been painted prior to assembly can be glued
using a gel superglue.

Before removing pieces from panels
make sure that the laser has cut
all the way through the panels.
Use a razor knife to cut through
the wood gently scoring it until the
cut breaks through. Use caution to
avoid cutting yourself. Never placeavoid cutting yourself. Never place
hands or body parts in the line of
your cut.



1.) Locate the panel and gently twist / push
the pieces out of the wooden panel, laying
them out so they are easily visible.

2.) Locate the inner box side pieces
and the center baffle.

3.) Insert the center baffle into one of the sides
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4.)Attach the other side by pressing it down
onto the center baffle.



6.) Press one side piece onto the protuding
tabs of the inner box.

5.) Locate the side pieces of the outer box.

7.) Flip the assembly over and press
the other side piece onto the protuding
tabs of the inner box.

8.) Locate the front and back pieces of the
outer box.
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9.) Press the front and back pieces of
outer box into place so the assembly 
looks like the image (right)

10.) Locate the bay window pieces.

11.) Glue the little decorative piece to the
bottom of the front window piece.
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12.) Press the piece into place
until the glue tacks.



13.) Locate the side and bottom piece
of the bay windows.

14.) Insert the bottom piece into the
side piece as shown.

15.) Press the other side piece down onto
the bottom piece so that the long tabs
on the sides both point in the
same direction.
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16.) Locate the back piece of the assembly



17.) Press the back firmly into place
so that the long tabs protrude past it.

18.) Flip the assembly over and
locate the front window

19.) Press the front piece into place.
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20.) Locate the roof pieces



20.) Press the roof pieces into place

21.) Repeat steps 10-20 to build the second
bay window assembly.

22.) Attach the bay windows to the main
box assembly by applying glue to the back
and pressing into place, using the protuding
tabs for alignment. Do this for both
bay windows.
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23.) Locate the remaining  decorative
window pieces.



24.) After gluing the decorative piece to the
front of each window, glue the window pieces
into place on the main assembly.

25.) Flip the assembly over and glue
the remaining decorative window 
pieces into place.

25.) The finished assembly should look
like the picture (left).
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